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Application Guide - for self adhesive vehicle chevron kits
All About Chevrons - www.allaboutchevrons.com - 023 9252 0333

Great Job !

DO NOT APPLY WET!

2 - Position each chevron section with tabs of masking (or similar) tape. 
3 - For smaller sections with a straight edge, stick a strip of tape along the entire edge.
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1 - Clean

4 - Hinge the section on the tape and pull away the backing paper.
5 - With the backing paper removed apply the chevron using a squeegee or similar application tool. Apply pressure in a
     sidewards motion, gradually moving over the chevron until that section is stuck.
6 - Continue with the other sections.

7 - For larger or more shaped sections use the centre hinge method. 
      Instead of sticking a strip of tape along one edge, stick it across the middle of a chevron section. 

8 - Hinge forward chevron and peel away backing.
9 - Cut away backing.

10 - With the backing paper removed apply 1st half of the chevron. 
11 - Remove strip of masking tape, hinge other half and peel away backing. Apply 2nd half of chevron section.
12 - Continue with all sections and remove all tabs of masking tape.

13 - Any bubbles (what bubbles) can be pricked with a pin or sharp knife and pressed down.
14 - Stand back and admire.
12 - Tell your friends about All About Chevrons

For larger and shaped sections

For smaller straight sections
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4 - Hinge & Peel away
      Backing Paper
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5 - Apply chevrons
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6 - Continue
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10 - Apply 1st half
of section
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8 - Hinge & peel
backing
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3 - Tape
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2 - Position
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7 - Tape across
middle of a section

11 - Apply 2nd half
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11 - Apply 2nd half
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